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Don Peters
I.

INTRODUCTION

Commercial relationships create substantial economic activity through licensing,
distributor, supplier, joint venture, and other transactional arrangements. Changes in economic,
market, and other circumstances occur after these relationships begin, however, and often
produce differing performance related perceptions and contractual interpretations. These
differences may generate disagreements regarding responsibilities, obligations, performances,
and entitlements that may escalate into commercial disputes. 1 Because such commercial
disputes are increasing,2 choosing how to confront and resolve them supplies important tasks for
lawyers and their commercial clients in the United States and Latin America.
Lawyers and their commercial clients assess a limited menu of dispute resolution options
when they make important decisions regarding how to proceed resolving commercial
disagreements. Non-violent dispute resolution options include avoiding conflict, seeking
consensual agreement with other participants through negotiation or mediation, and adjudicating
by using arbitration or litigation to let outsiders decide.3 Although found in most of the world’s
cultures and practiced for centuries, mediation is the least used option in this menu.
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1
See Mark A. Drumbel, Amalgam in the Americas: A Law School Curriculum for Free Markets and Open Borders,
35 San Diego L. Rev. 1953, 1053 (1998) (flourishing economic cohesion creates tension); Walter G. Gans, Saving
Time and Money in Cross-Border Commercial Disputes, 52 Disp. Resol. J. 50, 52 (negotiations and documents
creating commercial relationships are not likely to foresee the multiple possibilities for potential future disagreement
and dispute). More than half of joint ventures end within five years, and most terminate within ten. Harold I.
Abramson, Time to Try Mediation of International Commercial Disputes, 4 ILSA J. Int’l & Comp. L. 323, 324
(1998).
2
Recent political and economic changes have created a rapid increase in the volume of commercial disputes in Latin
American countries. Horacio Falcao & Franciso J. Sanchez, Mediation: An Emerging ADR Mechanism in Latin
America, in International Arbitration in Latin America 415, 425 (Nigel Blackaby et al, eds., 2002 (Hereinafter
Mediation in Latin America). A survey of 180 in-house lawyers at the largest multinational companies in France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and England showed 38% concluding that the volume of disputes had increased in
the last three years. Survey Reveals Trends in Europe on International Disputes, 64 Disp. Resol. J. 5, 5 (2008).
3
These three options exist in all cultures. P.H. Gulliver, Disputes and Negotiations: A Cross-cultural Perspective 1
(1970); Karl A. Slaikeu, When Push Comes to Shove: A Practical Guide to Managing Disputes 16 (1996).
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While avoidance may be the most commonly used dispute resolution option around the
world, lawyers and their business clients seldom select it for handling significant commercial
disputes. Negotiation is used far more frequently, and it is typically conducted by company
representatives before involving lawyers or by in-house counsel before hiring outside attorneys.
Now widely viewed as identical to conciliation,5 mediation offers an enhanced negotiation
approach to resolving commercial disputes.
4

Mediation enhances negotiation by allowing lawyers and business persons to converse
with the assistance of non-dispute involved mediators who encourage constructive
communication and interaction.6 Mediators help negotiators frame conversations in ways that
counter selective and partisan perceptions, exploit shared and independent interests, and
investigate resolutions that promote mutual gain.7 Unlike judges and arbitrators, mediators do
not decide issues or enter judgments. Instead, mediators use confidential sessions to generate
more and better information that often helps participants create agreements that accomplish more
than is allowed by the narrow, win-lose remedies available in adjudication.8 Combating biased
perceptions and distorted judgments, mediators help participants craft resolutions that allow all
disputants to satisfy some of their interests.9 Mediation also allows businesses to control
outcomes themselves and avoid the risks, delays and additional costs that adjudicating brings.10
4

See Christopher W. Moore, The Mediation Process: Practical Strategies for Resolving Conflict 6 (2d ed. 1996).
Managers around the world do not like disputes and often flee them by avoiding them and doing nothing. Eileen
Carroll & Karl J. Mackie, International Mediation: The Art of Business Diplomacy 4-5 (2d ed. 2006) (hereafter
International Mediation).
5
The core concept of mediation in most Latin American countries, derived from the U.S., views mediation as thirdparty assisted negotiation. Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 416. Some Latin American countries use
different words to describe this process and define it differently, often labeling it conciliation. Id. at 416, 420-21.
The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) for International Commercial
Conciliation defines conciliation as “a process, whether referred to by the expression conciliation, mediation, or an
expression of similar import, whereby parties request a third person or persons . . to assist them in their attempt to
reach an amicable settlement of their dispute.” Jernej Sekolec & Michael B. Getty, The UMA and the UNCITRAL
Model Rule: An Emerging Consensus on Mediation and Conciliation, 2003 J. Disp. Resol. 175.
6
Mediation is best understood as assisted and enhanced negotiation. See, e.g., Dwight Golann & Jay Folberg,
Mediation: The Roles of Advocate and Neutral 95 (2006); Carrie J. Menkel-Meadow, et al., Dispute Resolution:
Beyond the Adversarial Model 266 (2005); E. Wendy Trachte-Huber & Stephen K. Huber, Mediation and
Negotiation: Reaching Agreement in Law and Business 281 (2d ed. 2007). Mediators help solve a primary problem
in human communication which is the illusion that it occurs when persons talk. This clarification and translation is
important because “people see the world from their own vantage point, and they frequently confuse their perceptions
with reality. Routinely, they fail to interpret what you say in the way you intend and do not mean what you
understand them to say.” Roger Fisher, et al., Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreements Without Giving In 19 (2d
ed. 1991).
7
Kimberlee K. Kovach, Mediation: Principles and Practice 27 (3d ed., 2004); Menkel-Meadow et al., supra note 6,
at 266-67.
8
Menkel-Meadow et al., supra note 6 at 270-71. Common agreements resulting from mediated commercial
disputes include future contracts that take account of past wrongs, offer mutual profits, specify or prohibit specific
future conduct, and include provisions for valued items such as reference letters and apologies. Id.
9
Id. at 270. They can encourage parties to agree to future contract provisions that rectify past problems and offer
profit for all as opposed to the conventional money damage remedies adjudication provides. Id.
10
A sample of 606 US Fortune 1000 companies showed that 82.9% thought that mediation allowed disputants to
control their own destinies by resolving disputes themselves. David B. Lipsey & Ronald L. Seeber, The Appropriate
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Despite these and other advantages, adjudication, through either litigation or arbitration, remains
the dispute resolution option selected most often in the United States and Latin America after
non-mediated negotiation fails to resolve commercial disputes.
Lawyers in both the United States and Latin American countries play important roles in
making decisions regarding how their commercial clients approach resolving disputes. Lawyers’
help clients understand and analyze dispute resolution options, usually an important initial step in
making these decisions.11 Because of mediation’s relative newness to the legal dispute arena,
lawyers often serve as the primary source of information for their commercial clients about the
existence and benefits of this option.12 Attorneys’ explanations and recommendations
significantly influence the dispute resolution method used.13 U.S. lawyers often rely on their
adjudication-influenced habitual ways of perceiving and acting while recommending and taking
primary responsibility for the means used to pursue their clients’ commercial dispute resolution
objectives.14
Most U.S. lawyers learn about mediation through experience or their legal education.15
Research demonstrates that lawyers who participate in mediation value mediating more than
those who have not experienced it.16 Experience with mediation is the primary reason U.S.
lawyers recommend that their commercial clients use it.17 In Latin America, personal
experiences with mediation or reports by trusted colleagues provide the most convincing reason
to use this dispute resolution option.18
This article surveys current contexts in which commercial mediation occurs in the United
States and Latin American countries. After summarizing data assessing awareness by
commercial actors of important differences between commercial mediation and adjudication, it
analyzes the relatively infrequent use of mediation despite significant knowledge of its potential
advantages. Exploring this discrepancy and focusing on lawyers, it next examines factors that
influence U.S. and Latin American lawyers when they converse with commercial clients
regarding selecting a dispute resolution. Analyzing similarities arising from universal decisionResolution of Corporate Disputes: A Report on the Growing Use of ADR by U.S. Corporations 17 (2008) (hereafter
Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution).
11
International Mediation, supra note 2, at 18.
12
John Lande, Getting the Faith: Why Business Lawyers and Executives Believe in Mediation, 5 Harv. Negot. L.
Rev. 137, 169-71 (2000).
13
Roselle L. Wissler, When Does Familiarity Breed Contempt? A Study of the Role of Different Forms of ADR
Education and Experience in Attorneys’ ADR Recommendations, 2 Pepp. Disp. Resol. L.J. 199, 199 (2002).
14
Leonard L. Riskin & Nancy A. Welsh, Is That All There Is? “The Problem” in Court-oriented Mediation, 15 Geo.
Mason L. Rev. 863, 896 (2008).
15
Lande, supra note 12, at 169-71. (Personal experience with mediation supplied the major source of information
for about two-thirds of the attorneys and one-third of the executives surveyed).
16
Richard Rueben, The Lawyer Turns Peacemaker, 82 A.B.A.J. 54, 58-59 (1996).
17
Wissler, supra note 13, at 223.
18
Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 429.
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making biases and shared legal cultural traditions, and differences flowing from common law
and civil legal system influences, this article argues that all strongly influence U.S. and Latin
American lawyers toward adjudicating. All also explain why mediation is not used more to
resolve commercial disputes.
II.

USES AND ADVANTAGES OF COMMERCIAL MEDIATION

Mediating commercial disputes before adjudication begins may occur voluntarily after
disagreements arise or pursuant to contract provisions specifying use of mediation that are
negotiated when forming commercial relationships.19 Contracts specifying mediation first allow
a stepped approach where companies agree to explore business-oriented solutions not
constrained by legal frameworks initially, and to postpone adjudication until after this effort
occurs.20 Research suggests that agreeing to mediate disputes after they arise seldom happens.21
Even when one lawyer and commercial client understand the potential gains disputants can
achieve by mediating, their counterparts frequently do not share this assessment.22 Although
mediating pursuant to contract agreements made when commercial relationships are established
occurs more often, it still happens less frequently than its advantages warrant.23
Commercial disputes that generate litigation also are often referred or ordered to
mediation under court-connected programs common in the United States and many other
countries.24 Mediating legal disputes already in litigation grew rapidly in the U.S., Australia,
19

See Don Peters, Can We Talk? Overcoming Barriers to Mediating Private Transborder Disputes, 41 Vand. J.
Transn’l L. 1251, 1298-1301 (2008) (hereafter Can We Talk).
20
Kathleen M. Scanlon, Drafter’s Deskbook: Dispute Resolution Clauses 1.5 (2002). In many ways this stepped
approach parallels the Dispute Settlement Understanding of the World Trade Organization and NAFTA and CAFTA
provisions. See Maraja Alejandra Rodriguez Lemmo, Study of Selected International Dispute Resolution Regimes,
with an Analysis of the Decisions of the Court of Justice of the Andean Community, 19 Ariz. J. Int’l & Comp. L,
863, 864-65 (2002). These provisions recommend beginning with consultations following strict guidelines and if
negotiations fail, adjudication [via arbitration] occurs. Id. Parties can agree to use other processes like mediation at
any time. Id. U.S. courts generally enforce predispute agreements to mediate by reasoning that these provisions
obligate only discussing, not reaching, agreement. Kathleen M. Scanlon & Adam Spiewak, Enforcement of
Contract Clauses Providing for Mediation, 19 Alternatives to High Cost Litig. 1, 1 (2001).
21
See Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1300.
22
David B. Lipsky & Ronald L. Seeber, In Search of Control: The Corporate Embrace of ADR, 1 U. Pa. J. Lab. &
Empl L. 133, 145 (1998).
23
Price Waterhouse Coopers, Comparative Study of Resolution Procedures in Germany-Summary,
www.pwc.com/de/dai (2005) (last visited Feb 16, 2010) (hereafter German Dispute Resolution Procedures)
(survey of 158 companies in Germany found that litigation is the procedure most frequently used and is perceived
to be the least beneficial in many respects, and recommending wide-spread use of dispute resolution clauses in
contracts); see Nancy H. Rogers & Craig A. McEwen, Employing the Law to Increase the Use of Mediation and to
Encourage Direct and Early Negotiations, 13 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 831 841 (1998) (finding that three
companies who had signed a pledge to mediate before adjudicating did not increase their use of mediation).
24
Penny Brooker & Anthony Lavers, Mediation Outcomes: Lawyer’s Experience with Commercial and
Construction Mediation in the United Kingdom, 5 Pepp. Disp. Resol. L. J. 162, 172 (2005); Deborah Hensler, Our
Courts, Ourselves: How the ADR Movement is Re-Shaping Our Legal System, 108 Penn. St. L. Rev. 165, 185-87
(2003). Professor Hensler estimated that half of US state court systems and nearly all of its 94 federal district courts
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Canada, England and other common law countries in the 1980s and 1990s. Civil law countries
started adapting and adopting these approaches later.25 For example, the European Parliament
approved a directive in 2008 that strongly encourages mediating cross-border commercial
disputes.26 Although several Latin American countries started viewing mediation as a viable
option for lawsuits in the 1990s,27 with the exception of Argentina, none have adopted broad
court-connected or judge–mandated use of this process.28
The United States is the most litigious country in the world.29 Because U.S. companies
file four times as many lawsuits as individuals do,30 they are repeat players in the U.S. litigation
system. Consequently, executives and managers at most large US companies know the
advantages and disadvantages of resolving commercial disputes by litigating.
Surveys of U.S. business men and women show significant awareness of the drawbacks
of litigation,31 and the potential advantages that mediating has as compared to adjudicating
commercial disputes. U.S. executives and managers are more likely to suggest using mediation
than other clients.32 Many U.S. executives and managers see mediation as a better way to find
outcomes that connect directly to business interests because unlike adjudicating, mediating
proceeds without applying law-based frames regarding legal rights, defenses, and remedies.33
Interests reflect the underlying needs and motivations disputants possess, and they often differ
significantly from the frameworks legal claims and remedies embody.34 Most commercial

have developed court-mandated or –referred mediation programs. Hensler, supra at 185. The state of Florida, for
example, authorizes its courts to order “all or any portion” of a contested lawsuit to mediation before a trial date is
set. Fla. Stat. 44.011 (2009). This encompasses all commercial law suits filed in Florida courts.
25
See Global Trends in Mediation 7-8, Nadja Alexander, ed., (2d ed. 2006) (hereafter Global Mediation Trends).
26
The Directive is In: European Union Strongly Backs Cross-Border Mediation, 26 Alternatives to High Cost Litig.
119 (2008) (hereafter EU Commercial Mediation Directive).
27
Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 415.
28
In 1995 Argentina enacted a law mandating mediation before any lawsuit, excepting family matters, could reach
trial. James M. Cooper, Latin America in the Twenty-First Century: Access to Justice, 30 Cal. W. Int’l L.J. 429,
433 (2000). From April 1996 through April 1997, 69.43% of 29,986 commercial disputes in litigation that were
mediated reached agreement. Id. Chile requires a form of mandatory mediation [called conciliation] in consumer
protection matters, Sekolec & Getty, supra note 5, at 178. Columbia, Ecuador, and Peru also have mediation or
conciliation laws. Id; Mediation in Latin America, supra at 417.
29
Julia Ann Gold, ADR Through A Cultural Lens: How Cultural Values Shape Our Disputing Processes, 2005 J.
Disp. Resol. 289, 302 n. 88.
30
Craig A. McEwen, Managing Corporate Disputing: Overcoming Barriers to the Effective Use of Mediation for
Reducing the Cost and Time of Litigation, 14 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 1, 26 (1998); Carmel Sileo & David
Ratcliff, Straight Talk About Torts, Trial, July 2006, at 44.
31
Maurits Barendrecht & Berend R. de Vries, Fitting the Forum to the Fuss with Sticky Defaults: Failure in the
Market for Dispute Resolution Services?, 7 Cardozo J. Conflict Resol. 83, 92 (2005).
32
Wisselle, supra note 13, at 204.
33
See Gans, supra note 1, at 53; F. Peter Phillips, How Conflict Resolution Emerged within the Commercial Sector,
25 Alternatives to High Costs Litig. 3, 6 (2007).
34
Fisher, et al., supra note 6, at 40-50; David A. Lax & James K. Sebenius, Interests: The Measure of Negotiation,
in Negotiation: Readings, Exercises, and Cases 130-37 (Roy J. Lewicki et al. eds, 2d ed 1993).
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disputes, for example, have multiple variables, and companies commonly have complex interest
sets that interact with these factors in ways that are often individual to each entity.35
Commercial disputes encompass business, relational, and procedural factors as well as
economic concerns.36 Common shared company interests in commercial disputes include saving
time and money, preserving relationships, and creating satisfactory, durable, and confidential
outcomes.37 Mediation more fully honors these business interests by encouraging looking
forward to assess future commercial opportunities rather than emphasizing looking backward, as
adjudication does, to determine legal consequences arising from past events.38 Companies
usually care more about solving problems quickly to enhance continued business opportunities
than they value winning debates about law applications and establishing new legal doctrines or
statutory interpretations.
Developing, creating, and maintaining commercial connections between businesses that
are important to long term economic growth takes time and money.39 U.S. business persons
believe that mediation helps resolve disputes while preserving these important relationships
better than adjudication does.40 Mediation helps participants turn disputes into deals by
renegotiating contracts to resolve specific problems that permit resuming strengthened
commercial relationships,41 as well as by creating velvet divorces that liquidate associations
amicably.42 In contrast, adjudication more often ends rather than repairs commercial
relationships. Adjudication typically assigns blame, produces win-lose outcomes, terminates
relationships contentiously, and creates disincentives for companies to do future business
together.43
35

Michael L. Moffitt, Disputes as Opportunities to Create Value, in the Handbook of Dispute Resolution 173, 176
(Michael L. Moffitt & Robert C. Bordone, eds., 2005) (hereafter the Dispute Resolution Handbook).
36
American Arbitration Association, Dispute-Wise Business Management: Improving Economic and NonEconomic Outcomes in Managing Business Conflicts 19 (2006) (hereafter Dispute-Wise Business Management)
(listing these interests as reasons companies use mediation); Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note
10, at 19 (1998) (same).
37
See id [companies listing these factors as reasons for using mediation).
38
Philips, supra note 33, at 6.
39
See Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 424; Thomas W. Walde, Pro-Active Mediation of International
Business and Investment Disputes Involving Long-Term Contracts: From Zero-Sum Litigation to Efficient Dispute
Resolution, Transnat’l Disp. Mgmt., May 2004, available at http://www.transnational-disputemanagement.com/samples/freearticles/tv1-2article101b.htm.
40
Eighty percent of the business executives acknowledged that mediation helps preserve important commercial
relationships. Lande, supra note 12, at 176. Fifty-nine percent of business persons in another study said that
mediation preserves business relationships better than adjudication, Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution,
supra note 10, at 37; and fifty-six percent said the same thing in another study. Dispute-Wise Business
Management, supra note 36, at 19.
41
International Mediation, supra note 4, at 12-18. For example, many intellectual property disputes begin as rights
claims but are resolved as negotiated licensing arrangements. Id.
42
Id.
43
Julie Barker, International Mediation—A Better Alternative for the Resolution of Commercial Disputes:
Guidelines for a U.S. Negotiator involved in an International Commercial Mediation with Mexicans, 19 Loy. L.A.
Int’l Comp. L.J. 1, 7 (1996); see International Mediation, supra note 4, at 34.
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U.S. business men and women believe that mediation produces outcomes in less time
than adjudication requires.44 Eight of ten of executives and managers surveyed concluded that
mediation saves time over litigation.45 U.S. business personnel know that mediating avoids the
delays caused by litigation’s pleading and evidence assembling processes, and the collateral and
costly skirmishes these procedures often generate. Arbitration similarly diverts company time,
money, and energy to ancillary legal battles and procedural quarrels.46 Assuming appropriate
company decision-makers willing to negotiate attend, mediations can resolve complex disputes
in days rather than months or years.47 In Latin America, mediation’s use of business relevant
information allows it to be “fast,” not “slow” as occurs in commercial litigation.48
Because time is usually a substantial component of expense, U.S. business persons
believe that mediation is less expensive than adjudication. Ninety percent conclude that
mediation saves money as compared to litigation.49 Surveying sixty-nine U.S. companies,
seventy-one percent reported cost savings when comparing mediation to litigation costs.50
Another study at one large American corporation showed that mediation settling costs were onethird less than litigation expenses.51
U.S. business men and women typically rate mediation above arbitration on all of these
business interest measures. For example, arbitration’s use of formal, legalistic frames obscures
recognition and exploration of business interest-based outcomes by focusing on backward
looking facts, evidence, and arguments needed to assert and defend legal rights.52 U.S.
executives believe that mediation preserves commercial relationships better than arbitration

44

Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1285-86.
See Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 19 (84% believe mediation saves time as compared to
litigation); Appropriate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10, at 17 (80.1% believe mediation saves time as compared
to litigation).
46
George W. Combe, Jr., The Resolution of Transnational Commercial Disputes: A Perspective from North
America, 5 Ann Surv. Int’l & Comp. L. 13, 25 (1999); Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1259.
47
The London based Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution reports the average length of its cross border
commercial mediations is two days. International Mediation, supra note 4, at 29. A Scandinavian supplier and an
Asian producer chose a three-day meditation rather than an arbitration that the disputes privately estimated would
take one to two years to conclude. Id. at 6.
48
Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 419. Many Latin American countries suffer from slow, bureaucratic,
and inefficient judicial systems. Id. at 425.
49
Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 40 (91%); see Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution,
supra note 10, at 17 (89.2%).
50
Catherine Cronin-Harris & Peter H. Kaskell, How ADR Finds a Home in Corporate Law Departments, 15
Alternatives to High Cost Litig. 158, 159 (1997).
51
Analyzing Company ADR System Practices, 22 Alternatives to High Cost Litig. 47, 53 (2004) (Johnson &
Johnson).
52
Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1259; Eric Green, International Commercial Dispute Resolution: Courts,
Arbitration, and Mediation, 15 B.U. Int’l L.J. 175, 177-78 (1997).
45
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does.53 Although arbitration usually has time and cost advantages over litigation, U.S. business
men and women view mediation superior to arbitration in saving time and resolving commercial
disputes quicker.54 Similarly, U.S. business men and women believe that mediation is less
expensive than arbitration.55 They also express more confidence in mediators than arbitrators.56
U.S. business men and women who have experienced mediation of commercial disputes
report satisfaction with the process and the results of their interactions.57 Eighty-four percent of
U.S. executives also agreed that mediation was appropriate in half or more of their commercial
disputes that they were presently litigating.58 Only sixteen percent of these executives indicated
that mediation was appropriate in less than half of the commercial disputes they were litigating.59
Evidence suggests that civil legal system-based companies concur. Eighty-four percent
of French companies surveyed expressed satisfaction with mediation.60 All twenty-five Italian
companies who responded to another survey thought that their companies could benefit from
mediating commercial disputes.61
Despite these favorable attitudes toward and experiences with commercial mediation,
businesses do not mediate disputes very often. Although some companies successfully use a
systemic approach to conflict that requires mediating before adjudicating,62 a survey of six
53

Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10, at 17 (58.7% choose mediation to preserve relationships
as compared to 41.3% choosing arbitration for that reason); Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at
19 (56% choose mediation to preserve relationships while 38% choose arbitration for this reason).
54
Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10 at 17 (as compared to litigation, 80,1% use mediation to
save time while 68.5% use arbitration to save time); Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 19 (as
compared to litigation, 84% use mediation to save time, 73% use arbitration to save time).
55
A survey of 69 companies showed that 71% reported cost savings when comparing mediation to litigation costs,
compared to 44% reporting cost savings comparing arbitration to litigation. Cronin-Harris & Kaskell, supra note 50,
at 159; see Appropriate Corporate Resolution, supra note10, at 17 (compared to litigation, 89.2% think mediation
saves money while 68.6% think that arbitration does); Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 40
(compared to litigation, 91% think mediation saves money while 71% think arbitration does).
56
Lipsky & Seeber, supra note 22 at 15. Forty-eight percent of 606 company lawyers surveyed expressed a lack of
confidence in arbitrators as compared to 29% expressing this regarding mediators. Id. On balance, these
commercial lawyers were more satisfied with mediation than with arbitration. Id. at 153-54.
57
See Lande, supra note 12, at 176. Reviewing 62 studies evaluating more than 100 court-connected mediation
programs showed that more than 70% of litigants were satisfied with mediation, and more than 80% thought the
process was fair. Jennifer Shack, Efficiency: Mediation in Courts Can Bring Gains, But Under What Conditions?, 9
Disp. Resol. Mag. 11 (2003). Analyzing 9 studies comparing satisfaction and fairness perceptions between citizens
who participated in mediation and those who did not found that six showed higher rates for those who mediated
while three discerned no difference. Id. at 12.
58
Lande, supra note 12, at 172-84.
59
Id.
60
A New Study Shows How ADR is Perceived by French Business Executives, 64 Disp. Resol. J. 13, 13 (2009)
(hereafter French Executives’ ADR Perceptions).
61
Giuseppe De Palo & Penelope Harley, Mediation in Italy: Exploring the Contradictions, 21 Negot. J. 469, 473
(2005).
62
The components of a systematic dispute resolution approach include viewing disputes as expected, rather than
unusual, occurrences, developing system-wide policies that use mediation before adjudicating to pursue interest-
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hundred U.S. companies showed only nineteen percent mediated frequently.63 Another survey of
two hundred fifty companies showed that sixteen percent do not use mediation at all, twenty-five
percent rarely use it, and thirty-five percent use it only occasionally.64
Similar data exists in civil law countries. One hundred fifty-eight German companies
surveyed showed that mediation was generally perceived as beneficial yet used rarely to resolve
commercial disputes.65 A survey of seventy French companies showed only thirty-nine percent
mediate commercial disputes.66 Twenty-five Italian companies believed mediation is beneficial
yet forty percent never used it to resolve commercial disputes.67 Consistent with these results,
adjudication provides the most frequently used commercial dispute resolution process in the
United States,68 Europe,69 and Latin America;70 litigation for domestic disputes71 and arbitration
for cross border conflicts.72
The primary constraint on broader mediation use is self-inflicted because this discrepancy
largely results from resistance to using mediation that lawyers display.73 The unwillingness of
dispute counterparts is a principal reason companies do not use mediation and was identified as a
barrier by three-quarters of six hundred U.S. corporations surveyed.74 Although some of this
resistance undoubtedly results from dictates to adjudicate made by executives and managers,
research disclosed no data regarding how often choices to adjudicate a commercial dispute are
made after a full comparison with mediation’s advantages and disadvantages.
Considerable evidence suggests that this comparison does not happen frequently in the
United States. Adjudicating is often the only dispute resolution alternative identified and
based resolutions, and directing lawyers to follow this approach. See Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1290-91;
Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 3-6, 22; McEwen, supra note 30, at 10-11. Companies that
have established this approach are more likely to resolve commercial disputes quicker and at less cost. DisputeWise Business Management, supra at 21.
63
Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10, at 10.
64
Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 17.
65
German Dispute Resolution Procedures, supra note 23.
66
French Executives’ ADR perceptions, supra note 60, at 13.
67
De Palo & Harley, supra note 61, at 473.
68
Gold, supra note29, at 302 (litigation is the “default American dispute resolution process); See Appropriate
Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10 at 10 (small percentage of U.S. companies use mediation frequently);
Dispute-Wise Business Management, supra note 36, at 17 (76% of U.S. companies use mediation occasionally,
rarely, or not at all).
69
De Palo & Harley, supra note 61, at 473; German Dispute Resolution Procedures, supra note 23 (Litigation is the
procedure most frequently used to resolve commercial disputes and is perceived to be least beneficial in most
respects).
70
Mediation in Latin America, supra note 2, at 428-29.
71
See notes 68, 69 supra.
72
Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1261.
73
International Mediation, supra note 4, at 114 (the greatest constraint on mediation usage is self-imposed resulting
from the fact that managers and lawyers often resist entering the process).
74
Appropriate Corporate Dispute Resolution, supra note 10, at 26.
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analyzed by U.S. lawyers.75 One survey showed that counsel had not mentioned mediation as an
option in seventy commercial lawsuits proceeding that year.76 A survey of twenty-three hundred
Ohio lawyers showed that only fourteen percent regularly recommended mediation to their
clients.77 Several studies showed that large percentages of U.S. lawyers rarely use mediation.78
These surveys also show that less than seventeen percent reported using mediation often, usually,
or always.79
Minimal use of commercial mediation also occurs in civil law countries. Local bar
associations in Latin American countries express skepticism toward mediation.80 Although a
close fit between Latin American culture and mediation exists, mediating has not been an easy
sell in these countries despite its advantages over adjudication.81 Three years after Poland
introduced mediation to its Civil Procedure Code, Polish lawyers demonstrate reluctance to
mediate commercial disputes.82 Legislative activity in Italy has not generated a substantial
commitment to use mediation in the Italian legal community.83 Sixty-eight percent of Italian
companies surveyed reported that lawyers did not encourage them to consider mediation as an
alternative to adjudication.84
Commercial disputants report frequent use of adjudication even when the benefits of
using mediation are apparent.85 A detailed analysis of six large U.S. corporations disclosed
failure to increase use of mediation even though business principals supported expanded use.86
A general counsel for one of these companies said that he could not think of an initiative he had
more difficulty selling than mediating commercial disputes because lawyers “were generally so
resistant.”87
This article analyzes this resistance found in both common law U.S. lawyers and civil law
system Latin American lawyers. This analysis argues that biases flowing from the way human
brains perceive and make decisions substantially influence this resistance. It also contends that
75

Can We Talk, supra note 19, at 1294.
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shared legal cultural factors resulting from similarities in how law is used to resolve disputes in
adjudication and how lawyers are educated significantly explain this resistance. This article then
examines factors which combine to reduce the influence that differences in how common law
and civil system lawyers practice might otherwise have when helping clients decide how to
approach resolving commercial disputes. It concludes by presenting reasons why carefully
assessing mediation as a pre-adjudication option helps lawyers counter perceptual, decisionmaking, and legal cultural biases while allowing commercial clients to avoid the risks and
substantial transaction costs inherent in adjudicating disputes.
III.

PERCEPTUAL AND DECISION-MAKING BIASES INFLUENCING BOTH
COMMON LAW AND CIVIL SYSTEM LAWYERS

All decision-making and behavioral activity involved in identifying, explaining,
recommending, and implementing commercial dispute resolution options, like all human choice
and action, starts with perception.88 Humans perceive through their sensory receptors of sight,
sound, touch, smell, and taste.89 Meanings derived from these perceptions influence decisions,
predictions, and actions. Recent scientific research demonstrates that humans form these
meanings largely as the result of emotional reactions, and they may or may not then subject these
responses to conscious, cognitive reflection, review, and adjustment.
Contemporary science has demonstrated that human decisions result from interactions
between different brain networks, many of which produce emotion.90 Wide agreement now exists
that human brains essentially use two different decision-making methods: a conscious, logical,
slow process of thinking through perceptions and alternatives; and a quicker, emotion based
system that operates largely below the surface of consciousness.91 Although the conscious
cognitive brain gets virtually all of the attention in decision-making theory and literature, most of
what humans think and do is really driven by their emotions.92 Many, if not most, human
decisions and actions are either made or strongly influenced by these quick, effortless, emotional
brain reactions.93
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Although lawyers believe that their analyses, predictions, and decisions are rational,
substantial evidence suggests that these beliefs are not accurate.94 Many identifiable emotional
and cultural factors frequently distort rational decision-making.95 Many occur as the result of
how rapid, below conscious emotional brain systems perceive, interpret, and respond to
information. Many others occur as the result of neural shortcuts used when working with
complex decisions such as those involved in identifying, explaining, and evaluating commercial
dispute resolution methods.96 Humans are more likely to use emotion brain-based perception
and neural short cuts when making decisions confronting uncertain situations,97 and commercial
disputes, at least initially, generally generate substantial uncertainty.
Occurring rapidly and largely below conscious awareness, emotion-based decisionmaking influences are difficult to detect and counter.98 Although these systems frequently work
well, they occasionally misfire for specific, consistent reasons.99 These misfires often create
biased, ineffective, non-optimal decisions and actions. Many of these common decision-making
biases occur frequently when resolving disputes, and several influence choosing resolution
options.100 They often interact and combine to influence decisions to adjudicate rather than
mediate commercial disputes.
Human decision-making begins with initial perception. To manage the overwhelming
external stimuli that human brains confront, people perceive selectively in potentially biased
ways by noticing and emphasizing some aspects of events and situations while ignoring
others.101 Human perceptual experiences differ. Everyone selects, evaluates, and organizes
external stimuli in unique ways so persons often interpret the same event, situation, or context
differently.102 Perception is influenced by what humans have learned and experienced in their
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environments and their past.103 People construct reality on foundations of what they pay
attention to and how they use their expectations, interests, and experiences to construe
meanings.104
Selective perception reflects human tendencies to perceive in self-serving ways.105
Human brains work hard to tell simple stories consistent with what they know to protect
themselves from ill-fitting data.106People typically assume they are objective and reasonable
when confronting problems.107 Applying false consensus bias, humans also assume that others
looking at the same data would draw the same conclusions,108 and they often erroneously
attribute unreasonable or harmful motives to others who reach different interpretations.109
When differences arise, humans inaccurately believe that they have perceived all
important data,110 and they attend to information that justifies their perspectives while ignoring
other stimuli. This selective perceptual process mirrors adjudication which encourages limited
information assessment by requiring asserting and substantiating claims that travel on some but
not all potentially useful data present in complex situations. Adjudication also assumes that this
legally relevant data is all that matters for resolving commercial disputes.
Selective perception contributes to self-serving, biased attribution. Attribution theory
analyzes how humans attribute causal meaning to behavior.111 In order to achieve a sense of
control in their lives, people routinely seek to perceive causes that explain their behaviors and the
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actions of those with whom they interact.112 Determining the causes of events lets people predict
future occurrences.113 People categorize behavioral causes as internal, resulting from a person’s
individual characteristics, or external or situational, stemming from things outside the actor’s
control.114
Biased attribution stems from human tendencies to attribute another’s actions to internal
characteristics while perceiving that their own behaviors result from external factors.115 Humans
tend to prefer simple to more complex causal explanations and are more likely to assign
responsibility to others when they judge behavioral causes are internal and controllable.116 When
disputes escalate, biased attribution assumes others’ difficult, problematic, or harmful behavior
came from their negative characteristics.117 Humans easily perceive harmful intent by others
from negative impacts and consequences their actions cause while simultaneously explaining
their own similar behaviors as resulting from contextual factors beyond their control.118 Biased
attributions frequently increase disputants’ anger levels beyond what is objectively justified,
encourage them to retaliate, and influence them to adjudicate to punish counterparts.119
Biased human perception, attribution, and decision-making risks multiply when disputing
dynamics transform perception from selective to partisan.120 Partisan, contentious business
cultures exist, and they create disagreements, escalate them into disputes, and erect barriers to
considering mediating before adjudicating.121 Many, if not most, commercial disputes engender
intense emotional and partisan feelings in the people involved.122 Disputes generate strong
emotions reflecting anger, distrust, and interests in self-preservation that influence dispute
resolution process selection.123 Powerful feelings of suspicion, betrayal, and disrespect often
influence desires for achieving vindication, using professional advocates, and punishing dispute
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counterparts. All of these emotions influence choosing to adjudicate commercial disputes to
achieve vindication by winning and inflicting harm.
Partisan emotions slow perceptions, mask subtleties, discount specifics, and produce
crude, less complex decisions.124 They often generate feelings of threat, risk, and danger that
stimulate powerful yet primitive emotional brain-based flight or flight responses.125 This
powerful Paleolithic instinct generates preferences for legalized fighting by adjudicating.126
Partisan perception hardens commitments to beliefs and further narrows information
gathering. It reinforces tendencies to seek only information supporting existing views, to ignore
or discount disconfirming data, and to resist changing perspectives when confronted by
discrepancies.127 In extreme forms, partisan perception reactively devalues what disputing
counterparts say and do.128 These narrowing effects of partisan emotions actively discourage
seeking to learn or remember the perspectives and interests of others,129 encourage either-or
adjudicatory thinking, and hinder both-and approaches that mediation encourages.130
Sharing a professional tradition of intense commitment to their client’s cause, U.S.
common law and Latin American civil system lawyers risk reinforcing partisan emotions when
discussing commercial dispute resolution options with angry, distrustful, and threatened
clients.131 Sometimes U.S. lawyers intentionally stoke their clients’ emotional fires to encourage
adjudicatory choice.132 More often, lawyers remain neutral initially but personally experience
partisan perception after adjudication is selected and produces quarrels and skirmishes. These
124
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preliminary adjudicatory battles often influence U.S. lawyers to transfer partisan adjudicatory
thinking and acting to mediating in ways that substantially interfere with exploring business
interests and non-legal solutions.133
Incomplete and distorted selective and partisan perception breeds additional biases
resulting from egocentrism-based optimistic overconfidence.134 Overconfidence leads humans to
discount small probabilities, distort unattractive consequences, and assume luck runs in their
favor.135 These egocentric tendencies also encourage humans to bias predictions in self-serving
ways that reflect preexisting beliefs.136
Professionals in many occupations tend to make unrealistically overconfident or
optimistic forecasts regarding future outcomes.137 This frequently happens when professionals
estimate outcome probabilities that depend upon a series of events.138 Adjudication frequently
requires prevailing on multiple legal issues and factual questions.139 Consequently, many biased
predictions by lawyers involve overconfidently forecasting adjudication outcomes.
Predicting future adjudication outcomes substantially influences commercial dispute
method choice and biased overconfident, unrealistic forecasts commonly occur. U.S. lawyers
routinely demonstrate optimistic overconfidence.140 U.S. lawyers in one study rated themselves
in the 80th percentage or higher of all lawyers on their abilities to predict litigation outcomes.141
Biased, inaccurate future outcome predictions often influence lawyers to recommend
adjudication, and their clients frequently follow this advice based primarily on these forecasts.142
133
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Commitments to adjudicate often harden when commercial clients independently reach equally
optimistically overconfident predictions that amplify and reinforce their lawyers’ biased
forecasts.143
The narrowed perception influenced by selective perception combined with and
intensified by partisan emotions creates assumptions that what disputants’ value in disputes is
limited and diametrically opposed.144 Called fixed pie and zero sum biases, these assumptions
reflect human tendencies to assume that persons always want only the same things, and that they
value these dispute elements identically. Applying these beliefs means that one disputant’s gain
is inevitably another participant’s loss.145 Law’s tendency in both common and civil law
traditions to measure rights and remedies in monetary terms reinforces these assumptions. These
biased assumptions influence U.S. common law and Latin civil law attorneys to recommend
adjudication because it conflates all commercial interests into either-or claims where winners get
everything while losers receive nothing.
Distorted selective and partisan perception, fixed pie and zero sum biases, and optimistic
overconfidence often combine to activate a powerful, emotion-based mental habit, loss
aversion.146 Loss aversion motivates humans to escape anything that feels like loss. People are
more motivated to avoid losses than to achieve gains.147 This powerful mental habit often shapes
human decisions148 by influencing choices and actions that attribute more weight to avoiding loss
than achieving gain.149 Loss aversion is an innate emotional flaw in human brains, and everyone
who experiences emotion is vulnerable to its affects.150
Humans assess losses or gains in relation to anchoring reference points that they assume
are neutral.151 Adjudication outcome predictions provide the anchoring references usually used
in choosing dispute resolution options for commercial disputes. Anchoring and framing choices
this way requires comparing optimistically overconfident adjudication forecasts of winning
against uncertain mediation outcomes which frequently require reframing or retreating from
143
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these biased litigation or arbitration predictions. This comparison explains why lawyers fear that
mediating lessens chances to maximize gain.152 It explains why attorneys often associate
mediation with making concessions.153 It also explains why many lawyers believe mediating is a
“euphemism for taking less money.”154
All of these predictable emotional brain-based responses and inaccurate mental shortcuts
are commonly experienced by U.S. and Latin American lawyers when discussing dispute
resolution methods with their commercial clients. They frequently interact and combine to
produce a powerful and pervasive win-lose mindset.155 Based on these assumptions, this mindset
produces actions that frame all dispute resolution activities as exclusively or primarily requiring
gain-maximizing actions.
Investigations of how professionals develop competence suggest that the most frequent
actions displayed by lawyers, business men and women, public administrators, and industrial
mangers flow from this mindset and demonstrate striving to win and seeking not to lose.156
Economic theories and business models that advance winning and avoiding losing as primary,
often exclusive, objectives reinforce this mindset.157 So do general cultural practices such as
organizational promotion systems and athletic activities.158
This win-lose mindset produces substantial resistance to using mediation.159 U.S.
lawyers usually approach dispute resolution with this win-lose mindset, 160 use it during resulting
interactions,161 and resist disconfirming information.162 Surveys show pervasive use of win-lose
mindset assumptions and actions by U.S. lawyers negotiating and settling disputes.163
152
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Any one of these biased emotion brain-based perceptual processes and decision-making
short cuts is sufficient to influence U.S. and Latin American lawyers to recommend adjudication
to resolve commercial disputes than cannot be resolved by non-mediated negotiation. These
processes and short cuts interact and combine, however, to produce a powerful cumulative
influence toward adjudication and away from mediation. Consequently, most US lawyers and
probably many Latin American attorneys perceive adjudication as the fallback option to use if
non-mediated negotiations fail without awareness that this view sacrifices advantages that
mediating brings in many situations.164
IV.

LEGAL CULTURAL INFLUENCES

Moving from universal, hard-wired emotional-brain and neural short cut-based biases,
culture, defined as shared beliefs, values, expectations, and behavioral norms within groups and
professions,165 also influences perception. Humans store perceptions in the form of beliefs and
values which work in combination to form cultural patterns.166 These learned beliefs guide
cognitive brain activity and influence decisions.167 Beliefs form the basis of values which supply
learned but largely unwritten, often unconscious, rules for making choices regarding which
actions are appropriate.168
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Professions possess an abstract knowledge base along with shared norms and educational
experiences that derive from and reinforce their core knowledge.169 Even though they stem from
different traditions regarding law’s source and development,170 U.S. and Latin American legal
professions use law as their shared knowledge base. They also share norms and educational
experiences linked to law, legal doctrines, and procedural rules. While no US or Latin American
lawyer always behaves in precisely the same ways,171 most share tendencies that are revealed in
their actions.172 Reflecting legal cultural influences, these tendencies flow from both similarities
and differences in common law and civil law systems, and both more often encourage
adjudication than mediation of commercial disputes.
A. Influences from Legal Cultural Similarities
U.S. common law and Latin civil system lawyers share a professional legal culture that
strongly emphasizes using law and its rights and remedies as the framework for resolving
disputes peacefully through adjudication. This framework generates tendencies in U.S. lawyers
to unquestionably assume that disputes should be resolved by applying legal rules to fact
situations embedded in disputes.173
Latin American lawyers share this assumption. A commercial representative discussing
mediation in Latin America noted that his company’s main problem is lawyers,174 explaining
that “attorneys don’t think the way other people think.” 175 Venezuelan lawyers surveyed
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preferred adjudicating to resolve commercial disputes.176 An examination of what Chilean
lawyers do listed advocating or defending legal positions before courts or administrative bodies
as their most important role.177 Civil lawyers view themselves primarily as advocates in
adjudication.178 Historically, this strong attachment to defining their role as adjudicatory
advocacy has constrained expanding their activities as counselors and allowed competitive,
legal-related occupations to perform much of this activity.179
Sharing this strong legal cultural tradition influences selective perception by U.S. and
Latin American lawyers. Lawyers practicing in both systems tend to perceive through lawbased, rights-oriented lenses.180 U.S, lawyers are more likely than the general population to
gather information using general standards and rules.181 Applicable law and the facts necessary
to prove or avoid rights and remedies claims powerfully influences lawyers when gathering and
giving information during client conversations.182 Lawyers anchor their analysis to perceiving
potential adjudicatory application of legal doctrines, standards, and rules.183 Latin American
lawyers routinely display similar selective perceptual tendencies. A Chilean scholar summarized
the most important law practice habits, skills, and abilities for Chilean lawyers as identifying
relevant facts in situations and linking them to appropriate legal sources.184
Basing perception on law and legal rules helps U.S. and Latin American lawyers translate
complex, multi-factor situations into manageable frames for adjudicatory resolution.185 While
valuable, this perceptual process is selective because it necessarily abstracts and reduces
complexity.186 Using this selective perception to assess commercial disputes and options for
resolving them, lawyers identify legally authorized causes of actions, legal and factual elements
which substantiate or refute these rights claims and defenses, key proof issues, important
witnesses, essential documents, and monetary damage items.187 This selective perception usually
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excludes business interest-based factors, relational issues, and non-monetary considerations.188
It also typically ignores reorienting parties to each other, satisfying emotional interests, and
responding to yearnings for respect, affinity, and autonomy.189
Other legal cultural traditions influence choosing adjudication over mediation. For
example, U.S. and Latin American lawyers share legal cultural influences that emphasize
traditional, conservative options and do not easily embrace change.190 Given mediation’s
newness in commercial and litigation contexts, these tendencies may encourage reliance on
adjudication.191 A human tendency to rely on familiar, traditional approaches is a status quo
bias,192 and its influence is heightened by legal culture in both common law and civil legal
systems.
Creating resistance to mediating commercial disputes despite its advantages over
adjudication in many situations, Latin American lawyers frequently demonstrate wariness of new
approaches and resistance to change traditional methods.193 Fearing surprises, many prefer
familiar approaches to new ones.194 In addition, reliance on the importance of external, authority
figures, such as judges or arbitrators, constitutes a significant aspect of civilian legal culture.195
Designed to promote orderly societies, both common and civil law systems have evolved
formal adjudication approaches and created rules to structure dispute resolution within them. 196
These orderly structures and formal rules attract U.S. and Latin American lawyers to
adjudicating commercial disputes.197 Although lawyers play different roles in common and civil
law adjudicatory systems, the structures in all approaches for obtaining third party decisions and
rules regarding what they may and may not do are clear and usually linear. They are imposed by
legislation and judicial rules.198
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Mediation, however, offers an inherently variable, non-linear process aimed at facilitating
a complex, multi-layered negotiation between lawyers and commercial clients. It typically
follows no legislatively or judicially proscribed procedures.199 Mediation uses informal norms,
avoids rigid structural rules, anticipates ambiguities, tolerates differences, and encourages nonlinear outcomes.200 As a result, mediations are structurally flexible and differ significantly from
the formality usually present in U.S. and Latin American judicial systems. 201 Mediation’s
informal, flexible, less structured approach often clashes with the order- and rule-seeking legal
cultural influences U.S. and Latin American lawyers encounter.202
U.S. and Latin American lawyers also share legal education experiences that emphasize
learning law, legal rules, and adjudicatory contexts far more than developing interest-based
negotiation and problem solving behavioral skills. Despite different approaches to developing
and learning law and legal rules,203 most legal educational efforts in both systems primarily, and
sometimes exclusively, require learning doctrines, principles, and rules. In US common lawbased educational experiences, most of this learning occurs in adjudicatory contexts involving
interactive classroom discussions deconstructing written opinions written by appellate courts
reviewing trial litigation.204 Latin American civil law educational systems often confront large
class enrollments and usually emphasize lecture approaches focused on code provisions and
authorized academic commentaries.205 Courses reviewing how judicial adjudication systems
work are often required in both systems. This curricular emphasis communicates explicit and
implicit messages about dispute resolution that students assimilate, believe, and follow when
they practice. Consequently, these similar educational efforts send strong cultural messages that
adjudicating should resolve commercial disputes because this applies code or common law legal
principles.
Although no comparable data was found regarding Latin American attorneys, U.S.
lawyers bring personality tendencies that enhance acceptance of the messages to approach
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persons and problems in abstract, analytical ways that their legal education promotes.206 Ninety
percent of U.S. lawyers are left brain dominant which indicates an analytical orientation.207
Brain researchers often use lawyers when they seek to measure an occupational group that is
analytical in its preferred modes of perceiving, deciding, and acting.208 Use of the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, an assessment instrument that measures preferences for exercising aspects of
perception and judgment, shows that U.S. lawyers are far more likely to make decisions
analytically, objectively, and impersonally than the general American population.209 These
tendencies further reinforce win-lose biases and inclinations to recommend adjudication as the
logical way to use impersonal, objective actions to win disputes.210
The dramatic lack of opportunities provided by U.S. and Latin American legal education
to learn skills and values beyond the analytical tasks involved in applying code and other legal
principles constitutes another cultural similarity. Nine percent of total instructional time in U.S.
law schools is devoted to instruction and practice opportunities in interest-based negotiating,
mediation practice and advocacy, interviewing, counseling, and clinics where students serve
actual clients with real problems.211 Ninety-one percent is devoted to learning law, adjudicatory
procedures, and rule-based advocacy skills. Elective courses teaching adjudication, primarily
litigation, skills and values, comprise the largest number of professional skills offered by U.S.
law schools,212 and are elected by a majority of U.S. law students.213 This instruction, along
with the extensive interactive coverage of appellate opinions in most of the remaining
curriculum, ensures that U.S. law students receive ample education in how to argue, persuade,
and apply legal rules in adjudicatory situations.214
Although virtually all U.S. law schools now offer at least one course teaching interestbased negotiation or mediation or both,215 these elective courses necessarily limit enrollment to
permit valuable performance-based learning approaches. Remarkably resistant to fundamental
206
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change,216 U.S. law schools generally do not provide adequate opportunities for their students to
learn and practice skilled actions in these non-adjudicative tasks.217 Despite recommendations
from recent, prominent examinations of U.S. legal education for more curricular attention to
these tasks,218 on average, seventy-three percent of U.S. law students receive no learning
opportunities in courses emphasizing the skills and values needed to negotiate or represent
clients in mediation effectively.219
Even though repeated studies show that practicing success correlates more with
relationship skills than it does with substantive legal knowledge,220 U.S. law students receive
little or no instruction in identifying and responding to human emotions effectively, essential
tasks in negotiating,221 mediating,222 interviewing, and helping clients make difficult decisions.
Studies showing that U.S. lawyers and law students possess relatively underdeveloped emotional
and interpersonal capacities and demonstrate low interest in emotions and others’ feelings223
magnify the significance of this curricular failure. U.S. lawyers and law students need training
and practice in how to listen, empathize, and navigate through strong emotional moments
effectively because they are unlikely to bring well-developed skills at listening actively,
attending to verbal and non-verbal cues, and perceiving emotional expressions to their
educational and practicing experiences.224
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Most Latin American law schools systems devote an even smaller percentage of their
educational resources in this direction. Extensive reliance on top-down, non-interactive lecture
approaches create beliefs that experiential learning through role plays, simulations, and
supervised actual practice are not important or serious components of legal education.225 In part
because Latin American countries usually offer law as a first degree, ensure their curriculums
provide general liberal arts backgrounds initially, and don’t emphasize preparing students to
practice law because large percentages do not intend to do so, professional skills courses and
clinics are generally not offered.226 Clinics exist in some Latin American countries,227 and are
well established in Chile.228 Although instruction in interest-based negotiation, interviewing, and
counseling occurs in classroom components of these clinics, 229 few separate courses providing
learning opportunities in these non-adjudicatory approaches exist in Latin American legal
education.230
This shared educational deficiency contributes to U.S. and Latin American lawyers’
resistance to mediate commercial disputes. While mediating involves using knowledge of
applicable laws and adjudicatory procedures to analyze cases and predict outcomes, mediation
also requires skilled performance of many other, different tasks including emotional awareness
and responsiveness. Many, if not most, U.S. and Latin American lawyers find that representing
clients before and during mediation effectively challenges them to perform entirely different
tasks than they use when adjudicating.231 Many have had little experience, education, or practice
in performing these tasks skillfully.232 Many find it difficult to adapt their analytic and win-lose
action tendencies to advocate for agreements rather than victories.233 This often produces
counterproductive mediation actions that ignore or respond ineffectively to emotions, jealously
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guard information against even confidential disclosure in private sessions, seek to maximize gain
exclusively, resist broadening issues and perspectives, and criticize excessively. 234

B. Influences from Legal Cultural Differences
Moving from legal cultural similarities to differences, identifying factors that influence
lawyers’ resistance to mediate commercial disputes gets harder for several reasons. Latin
American civil systems differ in many respects from European235 and Asian counterparts,236 and
variations exist within individual Latin American countries.237 Moreover, how common and
civil system attorneys practice differently outside adjudication contexts has received little
research attention,238 and their attitudes and actions regarding recommending mediating
commercial disputes has received virtually none. This is partially explained by mediation’s
recent arrival in civil law countries generally and in Latin America particularly.239
The absence of comparative research also stems from the fact that many common and
civil law differences flow from variations in how law is created, understood, and applied. These
differences have little influence on mediating which pursues outcomes independent of law and
legal doctrines. For example, common law lawyers allegedly approach law application
challenges pragmatically, seek ways to work around legal rules, and develop innovative,
alternative arguments for accomplishing client objectives in the face of apparent legal
obstacles.240 Civil lawyers, on the other hand, allegedly approach law application challenges
theoretically, focus on finding code-based answers, and struggle to find creative, alternative
arguments that circumvent apparent legal roadblocks.241 Legal arguments in civil system courts
allegedly tend toward broad assertions that do not focus on key evidential and other details while
common law court arguments tend to exploit specific facts and testimonial excerpts.242
Mediating, however, does not involve applying law and making legal arguments. Even if these
234
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broad stereotypes have any validity, they exert virtually no influence on the widespread
resistance to mediating commercial disputes displayed by both common law and civil system
lawyers.
Although many identifiable practicing differences exist between how common and civil
law system lawyers act in adjudication, the influence of these differences on resistance to
mediating diminishes because mediation usually requires few tasks that attorneys perform while
adjudicating. Lawyers typically perform fewer activities in inquisitorial civil law systems where
judges control adjudication from beginning to end.243 Judges, not lawyers, decide what evidence
is necessary, what documents should be presented, what lay and expert witnesses need to be
examined, whether oral testimony is needed or written submissions suffice, and they conduct
oral examinations subject to supplementation by attorneys.244 U.S. lawyers, in contrast, decide
what witnesses to call and evidence to introduce, base proof extensively on oral testimony that
they adduce either before or at trial, determine whether to retain and use expert witnesses,
participate in jury selection, and engage in extensive pre-trial and trial motion advocacy.245
Efforts underway in many Latin American countries to move their criminal law trial
procedure from civil system inquisitorial to common law accusatory have generated substantial
resistance and reluctance among many lawyers.246 These changes, however, may not quickly
affect non-criminal adjudicatory systems used in commercial dispute resolution. Moreover, pretrial discovery of testimony, documents, and other physical evidence seldom exists in civil law
countries while it comprises a major component of U.S. common law adjudication.
Mediation removes formal persuasive arguments directed toward decision-makers from
the resolution process and avoids extensive use of documents, evidentiary presentations, and
examinations of lay and expert witnesses. Although systemic limits on actions lawyers perform
in civil system adjudication might lessen resistance to mediation for civil lawyers, they do not
appear to have this impact. No evidence suggests that mediation attracts civil system lawyers as
a way to escape their more limited adjudicative roles as compared to those performed by
common law attorneys. Nor does evidence suggest that U.S. common law attorneys’ factoriented, client and witness-based litigation experiences influence them to prefer mediating over
adjudicating commercial disputes.
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Economic considerations significantly influence lawyer resistance to mediating. Some
U.S. lawyers fear that mediating brings economic harm.247 Helping clients resolve commercial
disputes provides profitable activity for U.S. and Latin American lawyers who are not full-time
employees of the companies involved.248 Absent disputes which facilitate charging outcome
percentages as contingent fees,249 most U.S. lawyers bill their commercial clients by the hour for
dispute resolution work.
Adjudicating requires tasks emphasized by lawyers’ experience and education.250 In the
U.S. common law system these tasks often include time consuming and lucrative pre-trial
discovery, pre-trial motion advocacy and defense, lay and expert witness preparation and
examination, and evidence gathering, preparation, and presentation.251 U.S. executives complain
that hourly fee billing approaches create disincentives for lawyers’ to mediate.252 Many also
suggest that this supplies a significant reason why more commercial disputes are not mediated.253
A recent U.S. study suggests that mediating frequently reduces the amount of time
lawsuits take to resolve. Evaluating fifteen thousand non-criminal, non-commercial lawsuits
handled by Assistant U.S. Attorneys showed that using mediation saved an average of eightyeight lawyer hours per case.254 Although mediation often appears to reduce hours spent by
saving time, law firm revenues for helping commercial clients resolve disputes through
mediating do not necessarily have to diminish as a result. Using ADR (alternative dispute
resolution) by mediating, usually ADR’s most effective form, does not need to connote an
alarming drop in revenue for attorneys. Lawyers can and should bill for time spent performing
the important tasks involved in helping clients prepare for and participate in mediation.255 In
addition, lawyers may use value-based and similar bonus approaches that reward them for
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achieving timely, effective, high quality outcomes in fixed price, retainer, and hourly billing
contexts.256
Similar economic concerns influence civil system lawyers even though they may not
depend as much on hourly billing.257 Latin American attorneys express concerns that mediation
brings economic disincentives and that adjudicating pays but mediating does not.258 An EU
mediator noted that the primary challenge to implementing the EU cross-border mediation
directive is to make mediating financially attractive for lawyers, not clients.259 Fear of lost
income from more mediation and less litigation has generated lawyer resistance in Denmark260
and Scotland, a mixed civil and common law country.261 An instinct to preserve their dominant
roles in dispute resolution and avoid losing income from helping clients resolve commercial
disputes probably explains lawyer resistance to greater use of mediation in Italy.262 When
designing mediation systems, legislators and judges must avoid creating direct economic
disincentives to mediating commercial disputes.263
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Demonstrating that legal system differences do not affect resistance to mediating, these
economic concerns influence lawyers in both systems even though adjudicatory risks frequently
differ in each. Risks of large negative outcomes in civil system adjudication are usually not as
strong as they are in U.S. courts. The absence of juries removes much of the frightening, risky
unpredictability that exists in U.S. common law litigation.264 Predicting outcomes from a single,
legally trained decision-maker is usually easier than predicting what a group of non-legally
sophisticated people will do. Damages in civil law system adjudication are generally lower than
similar awards in civil adjudication.265 Transactional costs are usually smaller in civil countries
because of less pre-trial civil discovery costs and other attorney fee expenditures. A civil system
tradition requiring losing parties to pay prevailing litigant’s legal fees also often deters excessive
transactional costs.
As this analysis demonstrates, legal cultural differences between U.S. common and Latin
American civil lawyers exert slight influence on attorneys’ resistance to mediate commercial
cases found in both systems.266 These legal cultural differences apply primarily to adjudication,
particularly litigation. Substantial differences in litigating procedures between common law
adversarial and civil system inquisitorial traditions generate complications stemming from
different attorney, expert, and judicial roles, varying methods of presenting evidence, and
contrasting values accorded to oral testimony and previous judicial decisions.267 These
differences help explain why many cross border controversies involving disputants from
common and civil law systems select arbitration rather than litigation.268 Mediation’s different
assumptions, goals, and processes, however, transcend different legal systems and the legal
cultural variations they generate.269 Its potential advantages warrant more consideration that
lawyers in both systems often give it, and this article concludes by analyzing how attorneys can
ensure that this assessment occurs in all commercial disputes.
V.

CONCLUSION: IDENTIFY, EXPLAIN, AND ASSESS MEDIATING IN
EARLY STAGES OF COMMERCIAL DISPUTES

This large menu of emotional-brain and neural short-cut biases, combined with powerful
legal cultural influences largely unaffected by common and civil law system differences,
explains why U.S. and Latin American lawyers resist mediating commercial disputes. This
article concludes with reasons why more identifying, explaining, and assessing the option of
264
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mediating than typically occurs makes sense. Doing this helps commercial lawyers and clients
counter all of the biases and cultural influences previously described. It ensures that lawyers and
their clients use their brain’s prefrontal cortex to subject this important decision to slow,
conscious deliberation.270 It also helps manage escalating dispute resolution budgets, and often
produces faster, more business interest-centered outcomes.
Overcoming mediation resistance begins with identifying that mediating exists as an
optional method for resolving commercial disputes. Because of long-standing traditions to view
adjudication as simply what is done when participants cannot negotiate commercial disputes
successfully, this initial step of consciously making a decision about mediating often
disappears.271 Lawyers, executives and managers assume that they have no other choice than to
adjudicate.272 Failing to appreciate fully the ways mediating differs from and is superior to
unaided face-to-face negotiation,273they assume that disputes cannot resolve consensually
because they have already tried to negotiate them without success. They also often fail to grasp
how mediating creates opportunities to achieve many different goals and provides process and
procedural tools not offered by adjudication.274
The next step requires lawyers to question these assumptions and restrain their automatic,
habitual desires to adjudicate commercial disputes. As this article demonstrates, doing this is
neither easy nor common. Lawyers in both systems enjoy monopoly status as persons generally
permitted to represent human and entity clients in lawsuits and arbitrations.275 People like to sell
to their strengths and adjudicating allows lawyers to market their primary product lines of
knowledge of legal rules, rights, remedies and defenses and abilities to apply this expertise
persuading external decision-makers. Adjudication emphasizes issue-oriented dispute resolution
which focuses on legal rule connections and applications.276
U.S. lawyers enjoy feeling in control and central to the action.277 As compared to clients,
adjudicating lets lawyers exercise control, play dominant roles, and remain central to the
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endeavor until external decision-makers act.278 Lawyers usually prefer leading to following, and
adjudicating requires them to lead as they plead claims and defenses, assemble evidence, and
present arguments.279 Clients usually defer to their lawyer’s knowledge and expertise in these
realms and focusing interactions on lawyers’ expertise lessens attorneys’ needs to share agendas
with their clients.280
Lawyers, like all humans, feel most comfortable doing what they know best281 and resist
performing actions that present more challenge and produce less comfort.282 Change is never
easy and it often generates fears of making mistakes and receiving negative judgments.283
Lawyers must ensure that they do not reject mediation because it changes resolution process
dynamics and gives them less control, centrality, leadership, and opportunity to display legal
knowledge-based advocacy. Lawyers must also resist inclinations to avoid mediation because it
puts them outside their comfort zone by requiring actions that acknowledge and respond to the
complicated, interactive emotional dynamics that arise during dispute resolution.284
Mediation reduces lawyer control by substituting a less formal consensual process where
clients attend and have opportunities to participate substantially, for more rule-bound
adjudication approaches where clients often are not present, do not participate unless testifying,
and transfer decision-making to judges, arbitrators, or juries.285 Mediating anticipates larger
roles for clients than they play in adjudicating. Mediating typically requires clients to attend, and
provides several opportunities for them to talk and listen in joint sessions when all disputants
meet together, and in confidential meetings conducted outside the presence of all or some other
participants. Mediating gives commercial clients opportunities to hear counterparts’
perspectives directly without distortion from their lawyers, interact directly with counterparts,
and make informed comparisons between best mediation options and likely adjudication
outcomes. 286
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While lawyers typically play central, often leading, roles in the managed discourse that
comprises effective mediating,287 their actions occur in the presence of and in collaboration with
representatives of their commercial clients and their counterparts. For example, their analysis of
case strengths, weaknesses, and outcome forecasts are typically discussed confidentially yet in
their client’s presence. Because this presents risks of surfacing evidence gathering and
evaluation errors, it often encourages more preparation by lawyers than face-to-face negotiations
generate.288 In addition, mediation lessens lawyer’s law-based expertise by integrating
consideration of non-monetary and other interests outside legal frames, de-emphasizing
determinations about applicable law, and seeking outcomes parties can live with considering
costs, benefits, and risks.289 Mediating generates information for making cost-benefit
assessments that commercial clients typically make in other facets of their business operations.290
Finally, mediating challenges lawyers to navigate emotional dynamics skillfully, managing
themselves in the midst of emotional stress while conducting effective professional interactions
with others who are often strongly influenced by emotions.291
Discussing mediation as a pre-adjudication option counters brain-based and cultural
biases and helps lawyers approach the challenging tasks that mediating encompasses.
Demonstrating that dispute contexts contain more solution-relevant information than legal
analysis identifies, mediating combats selective perception. For example, determining whether
to mediate requires identifying and assessing whether significant actual or potential commercial
relationships or other business interests exist.292 Doing this encourages evaluating the
importance clients place on publicity, confidentiality, and obtaining relief that adjudication
cannot provide such as apologies, modified relations, expedited compliances, licensing
agreements, equipment sharing arrangements, barter arrangements, bid invitations, and future
references.293 Doing this also emulates efforts mediators make to shift focus from the parties and
their inclinations to maximize gain against each other to solving together the commercial
problems disputes present.294
Mediating combats fixed pie and zero sum biases by expanding resolution agendas to
include these and other types of business and non-monetary interests. Unlike similarly-valued
adjudicatory options producing win-lose, everything one gains others lose outcomes; commercial
287
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actors probably value business and non-monetary interests differently, and prioritize them in
non-identical ways.295 These differently valued and prioritized possibilities generate valuecreating agreement opportunities by trading relatively lesser for relatively more valued
options.296 Mediating also provides opportunities to broaden understandings of how counterparts
view disputes, business interests, potential trades, and the impacts that these perspectives have on
monetary remedies that are or might be asserted in adjudication. 297
Many commercial disputes present situations where considerations external to the
monetary claims framed by adjudication primarily drive decisions.298 Even when assessing just
win-lose outcomes on legal claims involving money damages, however, mediating helps lawyers
and their commercial clients realize that they lack perfect information upon which to base their
case analyses and outcome forecasts.299 Effective lawyers understand that they do not know or
understand everything relevant to analyzing and forecasting adjudication outcomes.300 They also
know that selective and partisan perception lessens their analytic objectivity and increases risks
of biased predictions.301 Mediating creates balanced opportunities for commercial disputants and
their lawyers to speak to and learn from each other privately about factors on which case
analyses and outcome forecasts are based with assurance that what they say and do will not
appear in court testimony or the media.302
An additional layer of confidential caucusing allows private meetings with mediators and
frequently generates information that would never appear in adjudication but which often proves
crucial to resolutions.303 Confidential caucuses overcome major resolution barriers that flow
from strategic approaches to communication generated by adjudicating.304 Arising from win295
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lose and loss aversion biases, commercial disputants are reluctant to disclose private information
not known to counterparts in order to maximize their gain, increase their leverage, and avoid
creating potential leverage against them.305 With permission, and after disputants have had
opportunities to share their perspectives, concerns, and analyses, mediators frequently use this
hoarded but often agreement-useful information in indirect, disguised ways by offering
hypothetical possibilities or making suggestions.306
These enhanced communication channels that are possible in mediation but not in
adjudication help commercial decision-makers move their understanding beyond selective
perception by becoming more familiar with and realistic regarding dispute facts, case analyses,
and outcome forecasts.307 They help commercial disputants avoid negotiation errors stemming
from missing or misunderstanding important facts, legal rules, possible agreement terms, and
adjudicatory outcome components.308
Mediating often defuses hostility between disputants and combats the distortions caused
by partisan perception and biased attribution. Remembering this may help lawyers manage their
discomfort with dealing with the fluid emotional dynamics that mediated negotiations often
reveal.309 Negative, hostile emotions influence behaviors, divert attention from resolution, and
damage relationships.310 Positive emotions promote satisfying substantive interests, enhance
relationships, and reduce exploitation fears.311
Effective mediators seek to establish and maintain positive emotional climates conducive
to constructive communication.312 They frequently respond to core emotional concerns by
expressing appreciation, building affiliation, respecting autonomy, and acknowledging status.313
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They strive to introduce “light where before there was only heat”314 by acknowledging strong
emotions that disputants often express.315 This permits participants to express negative
emotions, usually in caucus out of the presence of counterparts.316 Discussing topics triggering
strong emotions in private sessions allow full expression without alienating counterparts. These
conversations counter biased attribution by disentangling impact from intent.317 They also often
generate useful information that clarifies interests and aids careful analysis of the costs and
benefits of mediation alternatives.
Mediating commercial cases combats optimistic overconfidence because it typically
encompasses frank, mutual analysis of alternatives to agreeing consensually. Comparing what
emerges as the best terms achievable during mediating with these alternatives supplies a core
component of commercial dispute mediation.318 Effective mediators promote the development
of greater information regarding mediation alternatives by discussing, usually in caucuses,
strengths, weaknesses, gaps, inconsistencies, and vulnerabilities concerning specific dimensions
of anticipated mediation options.319
Because commercial dispute resolution usually occurs in the shadow of adjudicatory
alternatives, much of this conversation concerns specific information regarding case analyses and
outcome forecasts. Typically occurring after disputants have presented their views, concerns,
and opinions fully, these conversations often begin with discussions of analytic strengths and
bases of favorable predictions.320 Listening carefully, mediators can convert this information to
questions to ask counterparts regarding potential vulnerabilities and weaknesses in their legal
positions and outcome forecasts.
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Mediators then tactfully phrase and respectfully ask these questions. 321 Responding to
these inquiries permits counterparts to learn and assess these contrasting perspectives. Using
questions rather than statements allows mediators to encourage lawyers to articulate responses to
inquiries about potential gaps, inconsistencies, and problems.322 This dialogue allows
commercial clients to hear pros and cons of adjudicatory analyses and predictions discussed in
non-adversarial, information-oriented rather than persuasion-focused, settings.323 These
discussions often help clients understand why and how they need to adjust their views of
adjudicatory outcomes and form more realistic expectations regarding settlement possibilities
and proposals.324
Finally, mediating counters the perceptual and legal cultural, win-lose biases that
influence the strategic ways lawyers typically negotiate money-based issues. Most commercial
disputes involve at least some negotiating over money and mediators add considerable value by
helping participants deal with optimistically overconfident case analyses and the negative
emotions that positional bargaining between differing perspectives frequently generates.325
Mediating dampens the use and effects of ineffective but common negotiating tactics like
unwarranted threats, dangerous bluffs, and premature “final offers.”326
Money-based negotiating typically involves multiple rounds of offers and responses as
participants move through their negotiation ranges.327 Attempts to maximize gain and avoid loss
influence tendencies to start negotiating with extreme demands reflected in high or low ball
offers, often considerably above or below adjudication forecasts,328 and to stop bargaining before
reaching their best numbers.329Using skilled listening, questioning, and confidential caucusing,
mediators help everyone deal with negative emotions generated by biased attributions that
perceive evaluation differences as criticism and strategic negotiating actions as disrespect.330
They also help participants deal with the escalating impatience and frustration that accompanies
321
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grudging efforts to move to midpoints between opening proposals. Analyzing and evaluating
claims is not easy, and mediating helps lawyers avoid false negotiation failures during this
process resulting from guessing incorrectly about what they can achieve, posturing too long,
hiding real top or bottom limits too tenaciously, and concluding further movement cannot be
made without unacceptable face loss.331
Although disputants’ best numbers usually do not overlap, mediating helps many
commercial disputants find ways to bridge the smaller gaps that usually appear once extensive
negotiating identifies viable ranges.332 Carefully examining estimates regarding all transactional
costs of pursuing adjudicatory alternatives, including attorneys fees, court costs, business
disruption expenses, lost commercial opportunities, time estimates, collection probabilities, and
appellate risks, often helps bridge these gaps.333 So does analyzing shared interests in ending
disputes, avoiding loss risks, and maximizing independent business interests. Mediating helps
commercial clients assess carefully whether adjudicating is really necessary and cost beneficial
to achieve vindication, secure company reputations, reduce the incidence of future similar or
related claims, or obtain decisive legal precedent.334 Even if agreement does not result, mediating
often increases mutual understanding, resolves many issues, and narrows the focus for going
forward with either adjudication or later mediation reconvened with different participants.335
Globalization, regional economic integration, and increased business activity within the
United States and Latin America amplify needs to resolve commercial disputes with greater
efficiency. Lawyers in these countries need to develop heightened awareness of adjudication
alternatives and the promise they hold to create mutually satisfactory, business interest based
resolutions. Pre- or early-adjudication mediation, while not a panacea, supplies a valuable tool
that enhances efficient commercial dispute resolution when used more often by lawyers and their
business clients.
Mediating builds on to rather than ignores existing lawyer skills needed to analyze fact
situations, discern applicable law, and estimate adjudicatory outcomes.336 Mediating gives
lawyers important roles in helping their commercial clients develop, compare, and then choose
between accepting the best settlement option obtainable or initiating or continuing
331
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adjudication.337 Mediating also lets lawyers satisfy human impulses for resolution, healing
individuals and organizations, and enabling commerce to function more harmoniously and
productively. 338
Humans are profoundly social beings constantly influencing and being influenced by
each other. Small scale activities by a few individuals can generate contagious behaviors that
cross a tipping point and produce dramatic, immediate changes in social practices.339 The
tipping point for commercial dispute mediation probably occurs when mediating happens so
commonly that it becomes the regular option, the default preference unless particular
circumstances suggest otherwise.340 As this analysis demonstrates, lawyers’ resistance to
mediating commercial disputes has not approached such a tipping point. But if more lawyers
identified and surmounted the barriers generating their resistance to mediate, use of this
beneficial adjudicatory alternative might approach or even cross this tipping point. Shall we
mediate, or tango, or both?
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